Jewelry
TRENDS Inspirations
JEWELRY INSIGHTS
Another new year begins with a tantalizing and colorful fashion year with some of the latest spotlight of the season. According to the
findings on jewelry trends for 2013 Spring/Summer here are the designs to keep track as these will definitely be a head turner. Also, if you
have been following the latest know, you will notice from the international super models, celebrities and socialites wearing big, fanciful,
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Setting a characteristic of yours and being distinctively different does not come easy. For year 2013 you may begin to look and invest in
design that is unique and individual. Often these are the designs that are the ‘sought-after piece’ with an inimitable style.
This Spring/Summer 2013 we are confident that such designs are surely to create rage not only amongst the jewelry veterans and stylist hitlist, but also for any one exploring for something this breathtaking and truly worth talking. Be it haute couture or prêt-a-porter jewelry
design, this is certainly a time where all jewelry lovers or collectors will love and will enjoy for anybody and everybody.

My Love Affair with Jewelry, she says, "I'm fortunate to have some very important pieces of
jewelry. I don't believe I own any of the pieces. I believe that I am their custodian, here to enjoy
them, to give them the best treatment in the world, to watch after their safety, and to love them."
- Elizabeth Taylor

JEWELRY TRENDS - Spring/Summer 2013
Fantasy Jewelry: This is very much focused
on the out-of-the-ordinary and adventures look
of mythical creatures such as dragons and
unicorns, along with creative animal jewelry
which have become very demanding and
popular.

Hair Jewelry: Most evident for bridal runway
shows and at some red carpet or social events.
Head-dresses such as barrettes, hair bands, tiaras,
and brooches pinned in place have particular
appeal to both the younger and older generation
for their elegance and whimsical effect.

Colored Gem Rings: If you want to be on top of the trend this Spring 2013, do make
sure you have plentiful of bright and energetic colors as this is an anticipated and
upcoming trend in almost any haute jewelry designs around the world. Finally, a general
rule of thumb for Spring is a must have for any jewelry lover is bountiful of colors
paired with mastered eccentric design.
Chandelier Earrings: New modestly sized styles of
chandelier earrings were seen in recent jewelry fashion
shows and exhibition in 2012. The big, bold and
dangling is still making a statement despite being worn
and seen in most runways. Wear with your hair up to
make the most of this exquisite style.
Jewelry

Many people know about fashion and many people know
about jewelry. However, it seems to be the case that people
aren’t as knowledgeable about combining jewelry with
fashion. In fact, many people aren’t aware that fashion and
jewelry are part of the same industry, which is fashion.

“We started a shape and we have to continue it also in shoes, in jewelry in everything,
because things have to be current” - Karl Largerfeld

